Highlights:
- Plenary keynotes
- RuleML-2008 Challenge
- Research and industry presentations
- Demo presentations
- Invited talks
- Joint lunch panel with Business Rules Forum
- Social events to promote networking

RuleML-2008
International RuleML Symposium on Rule Interchange and Applications

Orlando, Florida
October 30/31, 2008
Buena Vista Palace

Topics: We invite to share ideas, results, and experiences: industry practitioners, rule system providers, technical experts and developers, rule users, and researchers who are exploring foundations, are developing systems and applications, or are using rule-based systems. Topics include but are not limited to:

> Rule Technologies > Rule-based Applications > Tools > Rule Languages
> Rule Interchange > Rules and Ontologies > Rule-based Event Processing
> Rule-based Policies > Rule Engines > Rule Engineering > Rule Testing

http://2008.ruleml.org/